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Abstract

Introduction: Recent healthcare reforms have raised the importance of cost and value in the management of disease. Value is a function
of benefit and cost. Understanding variability in resources utilized by individual surgeons to achieve similar outcomes may provide an
opportunity for cutting costs though greater standardization. The purpose of this study is to evaluate differences in use of implants and
hospital resources among surgeons performing adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS) surgery.
Methods: A multicenter prospective AIS operative database was queried. Patients were matched for Lenke curve type and curve
magnitude, resulting in 5 surgeons and 35 matched groups (N 5 175). Mean patient age was 14.9 years and curve magnitude 50�.
Parameters of interest were compared between surgeons via ANOVA and Bonferroni pairwise comparison.
Results: There was no significant difference in percentage curve correction or levels fused between surgeons. Significant differences
between surgeons were found for percentage posterior approach, operative time, length of stay (LOS), estimated blood loss (EBL), cell
saver transfused, rod material, screw density, number of screws, use of antifibrinolytics, and cessation of intravenous analgesics. Despite
differences in EBL and cell saver transfused, there were no differences in allogenic blood (blood bank) use.
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Conclusion: Significant variability in resource utilization was noted between surgeons performing AIS operations, although radiographic
results were uniform. Standardization of resource utilization and cost containment opportunities include implant usage, rod material, LOS,
and transition to oral analgesics, as these factors are the largest contributors to cost in AIS surgery.
� 2017 Scoliosis Research Society. All rights reserved.
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Introduction

Rising healthcare costs in US hospitals have led to
increasing consideration of the quality of medical care with
respect to its cost and value. Analysis of the economics
of operative care has benefited surgical fields including
orthopedics. There is significant opportunity to improve
disparities in costs in the area of spine care [1-5]. Efforts to
reduce variability in resource utilization in elective spine
surgery require thorough investigation to determine sig-
nificant drivers of increased cost. Variability in periopera-
tive evaluation and operative care can lead to increased cost
without demonstrated increase in value.

Arthrodesis of the spine for adolescent idiopathic
scoliosis (AIS) involves many operative and perioperative
decisions by the surgeon, which have not been standard-
ized. Sanders et al. surveyed spinal deformity surgeons on
operative choices for four typical scoliosis curves. They
noted wide variability of surgeon preference for implant,
approach, number of levels, and resultant high range of
estimated costs [6]. Kamerlink et al. reviewed 125 cases of
operative AIS and found that the largest contributors to cost
were implants, intensive care unit, and inpatient room costs
(hospital length of stay [LOS]), operating room and post-
anesthesia care unit time, and bone graft [7]. We queried a
prospective AIS database for a broad range of perioperative
parameters and evaluated radiologic outcomes with the
hypothesis that surgeon resource utilization is variable but
does not change outcomes. We also hypothesized that
more contemporary surgical techniques would require
fewer resources and result in better outcomes.

Methods

A retrospective query of a prospective, multicenter,
longitudinal database of surgical outcomes in AIS
involving 10 institutions was conducted. The study registry
was queried for all surgical AIS patients from 2005 to 2010
with minimum first postoperative visit data. Patients were
then classified by operating surgeon and matched between
surgeons by Lenke curve type, followed by curve magni-
tude within 5 degrees, resulting in 5 surgeons represented
with 35 matched groups (n 5 175). The analysis of only
five surgeons from the databases resulted in fewer groups
than expected, given that there are O10 surgeons in the
database, but each group was larger when only these five
surgeons were used. A smaller number of larger-sized
groups provides more power and more likelihood of

heterogeneity in the variance between groups. Between the
five surgeon groups, the following variables were compared
in order to analyze variation in resource utilization: pedicle
screw density, number of pedicle screws, construct type
used (categories include ‘‘all screws’’ that are cases using
80% or more screws, all hook, or hybrid which is screws
plus hooks and/or wires with screws less than 80%), levels
fused, posterior column osteotomy levels, operative time,
blood loss (EBL), percentage estimated blood volume
(%EBV), cell saver and allogenic blood transfusions (blood
bank), approach, rod material, LOS, cessation of intrave-
nous (IV) analgesics, antifibrinolytics used, complications.
ANOVA and Bonferroni pairwise comparison was
performed for each parameter.

Results

Resource utilization by surgeon comparison, matched
cohort

In the matched group, the overall mean age was 14.9
years (range 14.5e15.4). Mean preoperative thoracic major
curve magnitude was 52.5� (range 38�e81�); major lumbar
curve magnitude was 52.2� (41�e66�). Percentage curve
correction for main thoracic curvature was 65% (range
12.2% to 98.4%) and for major lumbar curve was 77.9%
(range 35.4% to 97.9%).

There was no difference among surgeons with respect to
age, gender, Lenke curve type distribution, preoperative
major thoracic curve magnitude and preoperative major
thoracic and lumbar percentage curve correction (Table 1).

In the matched cohort, 120 cases were classified as
Lenke I curve types, 30 were Lenke II curves, and 25 were
Lenke V curves (Table 2). The percentage curve corrections
were 64.2%, 68%, and 77.9% for the three respective Lenke
types (Table 2).

Significant differences were found between the 5 sur-
geon groups for percentage posterior approach, levels
fused, operative time, LOS, EBL, %EBV, cell saver trans-
fused, rod material, construct type, screw density, number
of screws, use of antifibrinolytics, and cessation of IV an-
algesics (p < .001; Table 3). Despite differences in EBL
and cell saver used, there were no differences in allogenic
blood transfusion. No difference was found in the number
of levels of posterior column osteotomies performed.

All surgeons performed posterior approaches for
approximately 75% of cases in this series. Surgeon 4 in the
series had the greatest reported values for operative time
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